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The Rise of the Military Based Empire. Washington, “Military Workshop” of the World

By Prof. James Petras, November 19 2015

Over the past 15 years the US has been engaged in a series of wars, which has led many
writers to refer to the ‘rise of militarism’ – the growth of an empire, built primarily by and for
the projection of military power – and only secondarily to advance economic imperialism.

Where Does ISIS Get All Those Tanks, Weapons And Shiny New Toyota Trucks?

By Elizabeth Parker, November 19 2015

Yikes! Those evil, marauding terrorists from ISIS are still at large, but fear not: ISIS can’t
escape from the U.S. and our allies for long.

Links between Turkey and ISIS are now ‘undeniable’

By Natasha Bertrand, November 19 2015

A US-led raid on the compound housing the Islamic State’s ‘chief financial officer’ produced
evidence that Turkish officials directly dealt with ranking ISIS members, Martin Chulov of the
Guardian reported recently.

Israel: Netanyahu Capitalises on Paris Bombings

By Jean Shaoul, November 19 2015

Prime Minister  Benyamin Netanyahu is  using the terrorist  attacks in  Paris  to  ramp up
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tensions in pursuit of Israel’s geostrategic interests.

Putin Outed ISIS’s G20 Financiers — But Not a Single Western Media Outlet Has
Reported It

By Rudy Panko, November 19 2015

You would think that the Russian President stating publicly that ISIS is receiving money from
40  different  countries,  including  G20  members,  would  be  “newsworthy”.  Right?  But  the
western  media  has  defied  even  our  worst  expectations:  Not  a  single  mainstream western
outlet reported on Putin’s comments.
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